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UTO KULM Hotel
Top of Zurich

Welcome to the
UTO KULM Hotel
I’m grateful to be a host for over 35 years – at this wonderful location on the Uetliberg. On top of Zurich.
For me and the entire team, it’s still an honor to receive
guests at our house – whether these are hotel guests,
seminar attendees, restaurant guests, wedding couples
or hikers. We strive to make your stay as perfect as
possible each day. Because we can only be satisfied if
you are. That is our aspiration and I hope that you will
experience it first hand during your visit.

Giusep Fry and the team from
the UTO KULM Hotel

Rooms and suites

Sleep royally above
the roofs of Zurich
The UTO KULM Hotel has 46 rooms and nine suites –
most of these with a fantastic view. All rooms and suites
have modern furnishings and offer all the comforts a
hotel guest could wish for. This includes the wellness
area with sauna, ice grotto, steam bath and relaxation
room that can be used for a surcharge.

Top image: Tower Suite
A beautiful and spacious suite above the rooftops of Zurich

Bottom image: Hotel room with city view
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Restaurants

Six restaurant spaces
for a range of tastes
The UTO KULM Hotel is spread across several buildings
and features different rooms with versatile layouts –
from the elegant winter garden and summer terrace to
the «Maiensäss». Let us surprise you and discover the
versatility of the UTO KULM Hotel.

Top image: Allegra Restaurant
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The «Maiensäss» at the
UTO KULM Hotel
Our «Maiensäss» is an Alpine chalet recreated with
great attention to detail, which offers the charming flair
of a home in the Grisons. Where better to enjoy a fine
fondue or raclette? Of course we also serve our popular
à-la-carte dishes here year-round.
By the way: Our «Maiensäss» can also be booked exclusively for seminars and private events.

More spaces at:
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Seminars

Getting creative amidst
inspiring nature
“Thinking is the hardest work there is,” Henry Ford once
said. So it makes sense to treat yourself to a worthy space when you meet to exchange ideas, develop
strategies and find solutions. It’s well-known that getting
a grand perspective is easy on the Uetliberg. And our
nine seminar rooms with modern furnishings offer everything needed for successful meetings.

Top image: Vista Seminar Room
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Banquets

Coming together in
a cozy setting
Whether it’s a company lunch, family celebration,
birthday party, baptism, confirmation or another
occasion: Among the twelve different banquet rooms
offered by the UTO KULM Hotel, one will certainly be
perfect for your event. And there are no limits when
it comes to the menu – our chef is glad to fulfill
your wishes.

Top image: Panorama Restaurant and Banquet Room
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Weddings

The perfect place for the
best day of your life
The setting couldn’t be more magical: A spectacular
view of the city, the lake and the Alps – surrounded by
breathtaking nature. And for the celebration, we’ll
transform the room of your choice into the wedding
event space of your dreams.
If you like, you can also get married directly on the Uetliberg. On the turret, the place with the best panorama
view, we’ll arrange everything perfectly so that you can
exchange vows under the open sky.
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Our rooms for
your wedding
The Mirasol is one of six wedding rooms at UTO KULM.
Depending on your needs, you can expand it with the
adjacent Rondo, Panorama and Piazza rooms. The high
ceilings and the panorama view of Lake Zurich and
the Alps make this unique room stand out. Our own
wedding coordinator will advise and assist you during
the planning and transforms every room into a dreamy
wedding space exactly as you wish.

Image: The Mirasol, one of many possible spaces for festivities

More spaces at:
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Getting to the traffic-free Uetliberg

The experience already starts
with the trip there
The UTO KULM Hotel is surrounded by nature. For
that reason, it isn’t possible to drive directly up to the
hotel by car. But if you come by car, you can use the
large Feldermoos parking lot in Uitikon Waldegg. You
can transfer to the Uetliberg railway from there. It will
quickly bring you up to the Uetliberg. A five-minute walk
from the mountain station will take you to the UTO
KULM Hotel. We transport people who have difficulty
walking and baggage from the Uetliberg station to the
hotel with an electric vehicle.
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